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1. Mechanical 
The mechanical development of the robot began with the template of a chassis and drivetrain of 

an already existing remote control vehicle. The resultant task would be to build a body to house 

all the electronic sensors and components that would integrate with the existing chassis. The 

design process for this aspect of the project began by creating a 3D model of the existing chassis 

in SolidWorks 3D CAD software. Within SolidWorks, the team would be able to build a design 

to scale within a virtual environment to test new ideas and have a rapid design procedure without 

having to deal with fabrication.  

Some figures pertaining to the robot follow: 

Length 50 cm 

Width 36 cm 

Height 40 cm 

Weight 5 kg 

Turning Radius 100 cm 

Maximum Speed 3 m/s 

Table 1: Mechanical Specifications 

The resultant design for the body and mounts was conceived with the idea of modularity. The 

body provides sufficient rooms for all electronic components and also allows for the switching of 

various parts as all the sensor mounts can be removed and replaced if needed. One part that was 

replaced were the springs, which provided greater stiffness to support the weight of the body of 

the robot.  This modularity allows for a dynamic design that can be adapted for new sensors or 

new conditions (adjustable sensor mounts). Another set of ideas that was taken into account in 

the design of the mechanical facet of the project was the accessibility of the electronic 

components as well as the range and view of the onboard sensors. The visual camera would have 

an advantage if it was as high and as far back on the robot as possible to optimize its area of 

vision and thus the robot‟s response time. Therefore the camera is mounted on a tower at the 

maximum 40cm above ground near the back of the robot. A centralized console for power 

management was placed just behind the camera to allow for easy access to all the switches that 

control power to the electronics of the robot (This also provides an excellent mounting space for 

the emergency stop button). 
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Figure 1. CAD models 

The Laser Range Finder (LRF) is an expensive instrument; therefore protection was taken into 

account when designing the mount for this instrument. The functionality of the LRF would be 

optimized if it were to be placed in the front of the robot and low enough to sense the pylons. 

This unfortunately places it in harm‟s way. Therefore the mount for this device was made such 

that it covered most of the instrument except for the sensing parts. This allowed for protection 

from possible collisions with obstacles or other robots.  

As mentioned before the ease of access to electronic components was taken into account as well 

with the mechanical design. The main computer is located such that it can be removed easily. 

The mounts for electronic components such as the voltage regulators and microprocessors are 

located below the towers for the switches and the camera which allows for space to access these 

components. These components are also isolated from the aluminum body by being placed on a 

piece of Plexiglas; this Plexiglas is covered in industrial strength Velcro. The Velcro allows for 

components to be placed onto their mount and then be easily removed to be serviced or replaced.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Traxxas chassis (left) and the customized body and sensor mounts (right) 
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2. Electrical 
The electrical design for the project needed to take into account the various voltage and current 

requirements for the numerous sensors and electronic components. The batteries that were 

purchased were two Lithium Polymer 2 cell batteries that provided a voltage of 15.8 volts. LiPo 

batteries as they are called are the most advanced and highest capacity batteries currently on the 

market and provide copious amounts of electricity.  This voltage could be directly sent to the 

motors but the other components needed either 12 volts or 5 volts. To limit loss of power through 

stepping down voltage, a pulse width modulating switching 5 volt regulator was used to provide 

power to the LRF and the microcontroller. A 12 volt switching regulator could not be found; 

therefore a regular voltage regulator was used to bring down the voltage for the computer and the 

motor stopping relay switch. 

 

Figure 3. General Power and Data Schematics 

The aforementioned switch board was located in the rear of the robot. The switches on this 

section included the switches for turning on the motors, the computer, the microcontroller, the 

LRF, the 5 volt regulator and the emergency stop button as well. The motor switch, remote stop 

relay as well as the emergency stop button are connected in series to a relay which can directly 

cut power to the motors. This assembly was set up such that the high current was not running 
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directly through the switches that the team would be handling. Another safety feature for the 

electrical systems is an integration of fuses into more sensitive equipment‟s circuits. This will 

eliminate the threat of possible current surges that would otherwise damage expensive or 

sensitive components.  

The following table includes experimental and researched values for the electrical specifications 

for the various components: 

Component Voltage (V) Current (A) 

Computer 12 1.75 - 2 

LRF 5 3  

Remote Relay 12 0.04 

Automotive Relay 12 0.17 

Microprocessor  5 0.1 

Motors 14-16 Variable 

Table 2. Electrical Specifications 

Figure 4. Manual and Wireless E-Stop 

Similar the mechanical set up, the electrical systems in the robot were designed with modularity 

in mind. All components that could be set up as separate entities were. There are separate voltage 

regulators and a separate microcontroller. These components were designed with Eagle 5.9.0 and 

fabricated on PCB boards. The advantage of this separation of components is that if one device is 

damaged then it can be easily replaced (mechanically) as well as limiting cost as there is simply 

one component being replaced as opposed to one large integrated device.  
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The microcontroller uses an Atmel MEGA8-16PI processor to handle the control of the servo 

motor which controls the steering of the robot as well as the input/output for the drive motor 

control (speed controller). 

 

 

Figure 5. PCB Eagle Design 

 

3. Embedded 
We are using Atmega8 microcontroller with external 16 MHz clock to drive our servo motors. 

By using Pololu USB AVR programmer and AVR studio, the microcontroller receives and 

transmits data between the software component and embedded component. 

The microcontroller receives signals from computer serial port through UART to communicate 

with software counterpart.  We design the serial communication such that the embedded part will 

update the speed and direction of the servo motors once data transmission from the computer is 

complete. 

We use microcontroller internal 16-bit timer with PWM Frequency 1000Hz to configure the 

Traxxas 3014 EVX speed controller of the robot. 

The communication protocol between software and embedded component composes of a string 

of 8 characters format as XSSSDDD, where X is the status of the message transmission, S is the 

indexed speed of 3 digits and D is the indexed direction angle of 3 digits. 

Transmission 

Status 
Character Symbol 

SUCCESS '@' 

FAILURE '!' 

START_CHAR 'A' 

EDN_CHAR ' ' 

Table 3. UART Status Protocol 
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The speed and direction numbers received from the software component will be utilized to 

update the frequency of the timer, which serves as the signal input for the servo motors. 

4. Software: Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio 
„Da Boss‟ is programmed in Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio (MRDS) because of the 

advantages in asynchronous programming that the Concurrency and Coordination Runtime 

(CCR), part of the MRDS package, offers.  The CCR combined with the Decentralized Software 

Services (DSS) application (also part of MRDS), which allows us to monitor the interaction of 

services in real time, saves us the hassle of finding a way to deal with multiple sensors at once. 

In addition, MRDS comes with services that are already compatible with some robots and 

sensors, which streamlines the integration of software and hardware. Finally, MRDS comes with 

a simulation environment that enables us to test our algorithms for avoiding obstacles and 

traveling through the course successfully.  

4.1 Simulation 

To test our robot‟s intelligence, we have created a simulation of „Da Boss‟ with a camera and a 

laser range finder in an environment where a curvy, pylon-lined track exists. Stop signs and 

traffic lights are placed along the track as they would be in the real world. With the track in 

place, „Da Boss‟ sets off in the simulation environment and maneuvers its way along the track 

based on the data it receives from its simulated sensors and the AI it is given. Through these 

trials, we are able to obtain the threshold for pixel data that we receive from our camera for 

image processing as well as the range of distances that our laser range finder obtains for our 

vector field histogram algorithm. Despite these profits of simulation, a problem that it does not 

address is that of “noisy data” that will certainly be a part of the real world. Nonetheless, 

simulation does allow us to test „Da Boss‟ without having to use of a lot of financial resources to 

build test tracks. 
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Figure 6. 

Simulation Environment 

 

 

 

4.2 Artificial Intelligence and Algorithms 

The robot will navigate by taking in data from the laser rangefinder, in which a combination of a 

Vector Force Field (VFF) and Vector Field Histogram (VFH) algorithm will produce the 

direction and speed instructions. 

The VFF algorithm takes each measured obstacle from the laser rangefinder and creates a 

repulsive force from the object to the robot. By doing so, the robot is compelled to move away 

from obstacles. Closer objects repel with greater force than farther objects. 

In addition to the repulsive forces, the robot is attracted to a virtual point directly in front of it. 

This motivates the robot to move forward. 

In addition to the VFF algorithm, the VFH algorithm looks at the laser rangefinder data, and 

finds the largest gap between obstacles. The robot is encouraged to move in the direction of the 

largest gap. This keeps the robot moving in the best general direction. 

The robot can recognize stop signs and stop lights by using a blob finder algorithm. The blob 

finder algorithm allows the robot to find the center and size of the largest red blob on the screen. 

The stop sign is differentiated from the stop lights by breaks in red and white caused by the word 

“STOP”. 

5. Sensors 
„Da Boss‟ utilized two major sensors to avoid obstacles, locate boundaries, and recognize special 

objects such as stop signs and traffic lights. 
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5.1 Laser Range Finder 

The Laser Range Finder (LRF) is mainly used to detect pylons on the side of the track. It also 

feeds data to a Histogram algorithm so that it can find the best path possible on the track. We 

have used Hukoyo‟s URG-04LX series for this robot which is connected to it via the standard 

USB port. The LRF comes with a C++ library which we have used to get the data from the LRF 

and directly feed it to our program. Below we have provided a diagram which illustrates how we 

have used the LRF: 

  

  

 

 

Figure 7. LRF Communication Diagram 

5.2 Camera 

A webcam is used to detect stop signs and traffic lights because the laser range finder cannot 

detect objects at that height. An image processing program has been implemented to process 

current frame taken from the webcam. The following is the breakdown of the image processing 

program: 

1. The program detects colour red in the new image taken from camera. Then, it finds out the 

centre of each red blob.  

2. The program identifies the shape of this red blob. If it is an octagon, the red blob is a stop 

sign. If it is a circle, the red blob is part of a traffic light.  

3. The program then finds out the horizontal distance from the robot to the red shaped object 

using the size of the red blob. If the stop sign or traffic light is within corresponded 

distance, the robot will stop for specified time. 

4. Starting from step 1 again. 
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